
 

 

 

 

28 May 2020: ASX RELEASE 
 

MSL Solutions Limited (ASX:MPW) 
ASX Ticker Code Change 

 

MSL Solutions Limited (ASX:MPW) (“MSL” or “the Company”) confirm that they will proceed with a 
change in the Company’s ASX Ticker Code to “MSL”. The change is effective from 29 May 2020. 
 
The CEO of MSL, Patrick Howard said “The change of our ASX ticker code from ‘MPW’ to ‘MSL’ is 
an important step in the continuation of our review of the business and streamlining the way in 
which our customers, shareholders and employees identify with our business. 
 
Now, more than ever, we need to be working with our customers to assist them during this period 
of fast moving regulatory change as they endeavour to adapt to the easing of restrictions to allow 
them to optimise their performance. We are active in our venue customer base providing support to 
align with their re-opening plans as well as additional functionality such as in house ordering, click 
and collect and supportive analytics. MSL’s advanced but low cost technologies will also improve 
operational efficiencies for stadiums as they re-emerge with reduced capacity.” 
 
 
The Company will trade under the new ASX Ticker Code “MSL” from 29 May 2020. 
 
 
MSL 

MSL Solutions Limited (ASX: MSL) operates in the sports, leisure and hospitality sectors. Some of 

the world’s iconic sports and entertainment companies and PGA’s rely on MPower MSL every day. 

MSL includes brands such as Golflink, Golfbox and sells major POS technologies including SwiftPos 

and Kappture. We support these systems by connecting a business from point of sale and 

membership to marketing and real time visibility on staff levels, customer engagement, profits and 

revenue. MPower MSL has 1,220+ customers with offices in Australia, UK and Denmark. To discover 

more about MPower MSL please visit www.mpowermsl.com.  

 
 
Contact details 
 
For media enquiries please contact: 
Patrick Howard, CEO 
+61 (0) 439 474 531 

 
 
 

 


